
A Fast, Elegant PeopleSoft 
Experience Inside Your 
Campus App

Drive students' success with easy 
access to registration status, grades, 
financial transactions and more

More than 300 institutions use Modo Campus to 
engage students with a unified, personalized 
campus app. Modo now offers a turnkey integration 

that powers a fast, elegant PeopleSoft experience 
directly within Modo-powered campus apps.

This turnkey integration enables students and 

faculty to bring information and tasks from Oracle’s 
PeopleSoft student management inside the campus 
mobile app, to register for classes, view schedules, 

see financial transactions, check grades, and more.

Set your students up for success with 
a seamless digital campus experience:

• Elegant – Unify the SIS, LMS, communications, and 
the digital campus to deliver the modern, native 
mobile experience your students expect

• Fast – Gain a 3X performance improvement over 
other API-based PeopleSoft integrations

• Pre-built – Get your campus app up and running and 
into students’ hands quickly and maintain it easily
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“The University of Akron has leveraged the Modo and 

RojoServe technology partnership to integrate our student 

class schedules directly with our campus app. Even as 

students race across campus to get to their next class, the app 

shows them their schedule, instructor contact information, the 

class’s location, and even includes GPS-enabled walking 

directions. The combination of these tools allows students to 

have the information they need right at their fingertips 

whenever they need it.”

– Steve Sedlock, Digital Marketing and 
Communications Manager, University of Akron

Bringing a fast, elegant PeopleSoft mobile experience into an all-in-one campus app eliminates the need to 
search and download a separate application or try and access legacy PeopleSoft screens on a smartphone. 
The integration also leverages Modo Campus’ built-in theming, accessibility, and deep-linking to other app 
content, ensuring that your PeopleSoft experience is a seamless addition to your holistic campus app.

Visit ModoLabs.com to request a Modo-powered Peoplesoft demo today!

Out-of-the-box ready modules & template designs

Deploy once, update instantly across systems & devices

Scale and security – AWS hosted and SOC2 Certified

Endless integrations for customization & native SDKs

Personalized & localized communications across devices

24/7 team of digital experts to make your app a success

The Proven Low-Code Platform for 
an Enterprise-Grade Campus App

About Modo

Modo is the only low-code app building platform 
specifically designed for the hybrid campus and 
workplace. Trusted by global Fortune 1000 brands 
and over 300 higher education institutions, the 
Modo platform powers unified app experiences 
that go beyond engaging to driving behavior and 
elevating each user to succeed. Modo’s Workplace 
and Campus solutions provide the agility for 
customers to quickly build, deploy, evolve, and 
scale tailored and branded experiences that keep 
everyone secure and connected, foster culture, 
and future-proof their organizations. 


